COST VISIBILITY AND CONTROL
REDUCE COST, AND INCREASE VISIBILITY IN THE CLOUD.

Public cloud has enabled rapid deployment and scaling of workloads. As organisations consume resources readily, maintaining visibility and control is important to manage and scale efficiently. Within a Cloud Centre of Excellence, the function of the Cloud Financial Office supports this business need.

Cloud visibility and control delivers this function to businesses of all sizes. Your organisation is empowered with both the tools and support to get in place best practices and give you everything you need to reduce costs and increase efficiency in the cloud.

**VISIBILITY AND CONTROL**
Get visibility of your cloud workloads and their costs, removing the guesswork from cloud management. Dashboards, alerts and reports give you all the information you need.

**OPTIMISATION**
Eliminate waste by right-sizing workloads or leveraging data to select the most economical cloud consumption model.

**MULTI-CLOUD AND MULTI-ACCOUNT**
A single tool to consolidate the complex view across cloud platforms and accounts.

**TAXONOMY AND TAGGING**
Accurately identify workloads with categorisation and tagging lays the groundwork for powerful analysis.

**BENCHMARK**
Measure usage and cost in context of other similar sized businesses to drive understanding of performance and areas to focus on.

**AUTOMATION**
Opportunities to automate cloud workloads are often hidden or lower priority than more easily identifiable tasks - get actionable recommendations to get more from what you are doing.

**SELF-GOVERNANCE**
Allow teams filtered views and control over cloud resources to provide governance that doesn’t cramp innovation.
WHAT WE OFFER

CLOUD FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
At the heart of the Cloud Centre of Excellence is a finance function. We support your team to manage and minimise costs ensuring the most economic use of cloud.

EFFECTIVE PLANNING
Planning is impossible without the right information and advice. Instead of wondering what your next bill will be get the data upfront.

MANAGE WITHOUT CONSTRAINT
Controlling resource consumption can mean introducing business processes that forego benefits of cloud. With the right visibility and alerting, teams can operate agilely without risk.

EASY DEPLOYMENT
Deployment is simple and integrated with APIs into major cloud platforms.

CHATOPS
We make it easy for you to contact us, with integrated chatops support acting as a direct line to our team of public cloud specialists. We also offer traditional means of contact.

CLOUD CO-PILOT
We believe in supporting you and your team, not holding the controls at ransom. With co-pilot support, we work as a collective team, with full access and visibility to the tools we use.

The Instillery is a leading NZ based public cloud service provider. Extract full value from your public cloud platforms with Cost Visibility and Control.